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Trapped neutral atoms offer a powerful route to robust simulation of complex quantum systems. We

present here a stroboscopic scheme for realization of a Hamiltonian with n-body interactions on a set of

neutral atoms trapped in an addressable optical lattice, using only 1- and 2-body physical operations

together with a dissipative mechanism that allows thermalization to finite temperature or cooling to the

ground state. We demonstrate this scheme with application to the toric code Hamiltonian, ground states of

which can be used to robustly store quantum information when coupled to a low temperature reservoir.
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Introduction.—Among the most exciting aspects of
quantum simulation is the possibility of generating and
studying exotic quantum phases such as those possessing
topological order that can be used to robustly store and
process quantum information. The Hamiltonians govern-
ing these phases frequently require more-than-2-body in-
teractions that are hard or even impossible to realize
naturally. This difficulty has spurred much theoretical
and experimental effort in the artificial engineering of
Hamiltonians, particularly for trapped neutral atoms [1].
Many proposals have been made for the generation of 2-
body Hamiltonians using static emulation schemes and
some experimental realizations have appeared [2,3].
Specific proposals have appeared for generating n-body
interactions [4], but have focused on static emulation.

We present here an alternative, dynamic emulation ap-
proach to systematic generation of n-body interactions that
is based on sequences of control pulses which individually
realize 1- and 2-body operations on internal atomic levels.
We show that this stroboscopic realization of the
Hamiltonian can be implemented simultaneously with a
dissipative thermalization protocol to stabilize the system
from the effects of imperfect quantum operations and
environmental noise. In the zero temperature limit, this
can be viewed as replacing algorithmic error correction
in an equivalent quantum circuit model with a dissipative
procedure to remove errors [5]. The resource requirements
for this thermalization protocol are different from those of
algorithmic error correction, and may be more accessible
to experiment in the foreseeable future. We illustrate the
approach here with stroboscopic generation of the four-
body toric code Hamiltonian, which constitutes one of the
simplest exactly solvable models with a ground state topo-
logical phase [6]:

HTC
0 ¼ �Je

X
v

Y
j2v

�z
j � Jm

X
p

Y
j2p

�x
j ; (1)

where �j denotes a Pauli operator on the links of a square

lattice and vðpÞ denote the vertex (plaquette) of the lattice.
The ground state of this model possesses topological order,
and therefore has anyonic quasiparticle excitations and, on
a lattice with periodic boundary conditions, an emergent
topological degeneracy. Quantum information can be en-
coded in this ground state degeneracy and manipulated
with controlled creation and braiding of anyons [6,7]. In
a finite sized system [8,9], the topological order of the
ground state and gap to excited states protects against
decoherence and loss of quantum information due to noise
provided the system is coupled to a low temperature bath.
Our analysis below will provide a scheme for generating
both HTC

0 and an effective low temperature bath, realizing

the topological protection characteristic of the toric code.
The physical context for our analysis is a set of �250

individual 133Cs atoms trapped at the sites of an address-
able simple cubic optical lattice [10]. A lattice spacing of
5 �m [10] allows essentially perfect addressability [11].
The orbital degrees of freedom are frozen on the time
scales relevant to our analysis and we need consider only
internal atomic degrees of freedom. Two hyperfine levels
(e.g., jF;mFi ¼ j4; 4i, j3; 3i) define a 2-level pseudospin
system. We realize HTC

0 in the interaction representation

defined by the pseudospin energies. Auxiliary internal
levels are used to realize 1-spin and 2-spin quantum op-
erations, using optical frequency Raman pulses to generate
arbitrary single-spin operations and excitation of one atom
to a Rydberg state, e.g., the n � 80 state, to generate
controlled-phase gates, CPHASE [12]. To achieve thermal-
ization or cooling, the Hamiltonian HTC

0 is supplemented

by coupling the primary system spins to an ancillary set of
pseudospins that will be dissipatively controlled to simu-
late a thermal reservoir. Since the pseudospins are local-
ized at the sites of a cubic lattice, one can choose to either
realize HTC

0 on a single plane using a surface code [13] or
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in a three-dimensional cubic array with toroidal boundary
conditions realized by SWAP operations (see Fig. 1).

Effective Hamiltonian evolution.—Given the ability to
perform both Rydberg-induced CPHASE gates between
atoms in neighboring sites and arbitrary 1-body rotations,
expð�i��jÞ, on individual atoms, where � is a variable

phase angle, sequences of these operations can be chosen
to generate effective n-body interactions through high-
order terms in theMagnus expansion [14], allowing strobo-
scopic simulation of a broad class of Hamiltonians.
Consider the operator sequence UnUn�1 � � �U2U1, where
the Uj are the one- or two-body gates described above.

Effective interactions are found through

HeffðtÞ � i@

t
lnðUnUn�1 � � �U2U1Þ

¼ X
j

i@

t
lnUj �

X
j<k

i@

2t
½lnUj; lnUk� þOðk lnUk3Þ:

Consider now simulation of the four-body interactions

in HTC
0 . We use the notation Ujð�Þ � e�i��j and de-

fine �1 ¼ �z�y�0�0, �2 ¼ �0�x�y�0, and �3 ¼
�0�0�x�z, where �0 is the identity operator. For simplic-
ity, it is assumed that each Ujð�Þ takes a time � to execute.

We construct the operator sequence

U123ð�;�; �Þ ¼ U12ð�;�ÞU3ð�ÞUy
12ð�;�ÞUy

3 ð�Þ; (2)

where U12ð�;�Þ ¼ U2ð�ÞU1ð�ÞUy
2 ð�ÞUy

1 ð�Þ. This se-
quence acts over a time 10� to generate the following
effective Hamiltonian at a single vertex v:

Hzzzz
eff ¼ Je

Y
j2v

�z
j þ

	

��
ð�½�0�x�z�z�v

þ �½�z�z�y�0�vÞ þ 	ð½�0�x�y�0�v
� 2�=�½�0�0�x�z�vÞ þOð�6Þ;

where ½O�vðpÞ denotes the application of the (up to) four-

body operator O to the spins meeting at a vertex v or
surrounding a plaquette p, we choose j�j ¼ j�j ¼ j�j �
�, and Je ¼ 	ð1� 3�2Þ=��þOð�6Þ with 	 �
�2��2ð2@=5�Þ. By repeating the operator sequence a sec-
ond time with sign reversals � ! �� and � ! ��, we
cancel the fourth order terms in �, giving
U123ð��;�;��ÞU123ð�;�; �Þ that acts for a time 20� to
generate the effective Hamiltonian

Hzzzz
eff ¼ Je

Y
j2v

�z
j þ 	½�0�x�y�0�v þOð�6Þ: (3)

The sequence U123ð��;�;��ÞU123ð�;�; �Þ is specifi-
cally designed to cancel the lowest-order (�4) perturbation
terms without affecting the gap. The remaining �5 term is
a 2-body perturbation to HTC

0 . Repeating this sequence

with appropriate sign reversals will cancel these higher

order terms. However, the ground state subspace of HTC
0

is robust to these remaining perturbations (see below). A
shorter operator sequence may then be preferable to reduce
gate errors. The plaquette operator Hxxxx

eff can be generated

by cyclic permutation of the Pauli operators in the above
expressions for �1, �2, and �3.
Simulation of HTC

0 then requires application of the pulse

sequence to all vertices and plaquettes conforming to a
two-dimensional square lattice with periodic boundary
conditions. Vertex and plaquette terms may be applied
serially as expð�iHxxxx

eff t=@Þ expð�iHzzzz
eff t=@Þ �

exp�iðHxxxx
eff þHzzzz

eff Þt=@. Because only the perturbation

terms fail to commute, the truncation error in the above
expression occurs at orders larger than �7. For 18 pseudo-
spins, representing a 3� 3 system with toroidal boundary
conditions, a completely serial implementation yields a
stroboscopic cycle time of 720 �s using the estimate ��
500 ns [15] and the minimal count of one CPHASE and four
one-spin gates to realize all Ujð�Þ [16]. This may be

reduced by implementing some operators in parallel.
Simulated thermalization.—The pseudospin subspace of

the system defined by the internal states of the trapped
atoms will interact with the external environment through
the controlled quantum operations in the above pulse se-
quences and uncontrolled noisy interactions. Noise in the
optical lattice system will not drive the simulation sub-
space to a state that is thermal under the simulated
Hamiltonian [17]. Additionally, noise in the above se-
quence of control gates will add entropy and effectively
heat the system. The entropy production�S resulting from
imperfect gate operation is approximately �S� EPG,
where EPG is the error per gate [18]. Quantum circuit
models are usually supplemented by error correction
schemes to effectively remove entropy from the system.
We take a different approach here, constructing an effec-
tive system-reservoir interaction to control system entropy
and relax the system to the ground state or a thermal state.
To maintain the simulated system at a thermal steady

state we add an interaction Hsr of the system pseudospins
with a set of ancillary pseudospins. In the optical lattice
system, these ancillary pseudospins, which may be a sec-
ond species of atom, are trapped in an offset, intercalated
optical lattice, such that each ancillary atom is adjacent to a
system atom. Consider a Hamiltonian with local n-body
interactions of the form H0 ¼ �P


J

P

N h
N , where h
N
is an n-body operator involving a neighborhood of pseu-
dospins N , including pseudospin i, with eigenvalues �1,

 labels the type of interaction, and J
 is a constant.
Additionally we define the pseudospin flip operator �


i

such that �

i jh
N ¼ �1i ¼ jh
N ¼ 	1i when i 2 N .

When all ½h
N ; h�N 0 � ¼ 0, as is the case for Eq. (1), we

can define Ey
i;
 ¼ 1

4�


i ð1þ h
N Þð1þ h
N 0 Þ, Ti;
 ¼

1
4�



i ð1� h
N Þð1þ h
N 0 Þ, with i ¼ N \N 0. These are

(2n� 1)-body interactions; Ey
i;
 creates a pair of excita-

tions about i and Ti;
 translates an excitation about i. The
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energy gap for creation of a pair of excitations is �
 ¼
4J
.

A route to guaranteeing the thermal equilibration of
this system is for it to evolve under the Lindblad ma-
ster equation _� ¼ �i=@½H0; �� þ L½��, where � is the

density matrix and L½�� is the superoperator L½�� ¼P
!ð2c!�cy! � cy!c!�� �cy!c!Þ, with fc!; cy!g the

Lindblad operators. With fci;
g given by

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� p

2
�


s
Ei;
;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

2
�


r
Ey
i;
;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�


4

s
Ti;
;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�


4

s
Ty
i;


�
; (4)

the Lindblad master equation describes equilibration with a
bath of temperature T ¼ ��= lnðpÞ. The unique stationary
state of the system is then the thermal state under H0 with
temperature T. �
 and �
 are relaxation rates, and their
values dictate the thermalization time. For simplicity we
have set �
 ¼ �. To generate evolution under such a
master equation, we introduce a set of noninteracting
ancillary pseudospins that independently undergo strong
dissipation. Each local neighborhood of the system inter-
acts locally with a single thermal ancillary pseudospin Ti;v

and a single maximally mixed ancillary pseudospin Mi;v

for each 
 via Hsr ¼ g
P


;iðEy
i;
�

�
Ti;v

þ Ti;
�
�
Mi;v

þ H:c:Þ.
The master equation of the system and ancilla pseudospins
combined is of the above Lindblad form with

fci;
g ¼
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� p

2
�

s
��

Ti;v
;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

2
�

r
�þ

Ti;v
;

ffiffiffiffi
�

4

r
�þ

Mi;v
;

ffiffiffiffi
�

4

r
��

Mi;v

�
;

where � and � define the relaxation rates of the individual
ancillary pseudospins. With this choice of Hsr it can be
shown [18] that for g � � the system pseudospins evolve
under a renormalized Lindblad master equation with c!
given by Eq. (4) and �
 ¼ 4ðg=@Þ2�, thus leaving the
thermal state of H0 as the unique stationary state.

For p ¼ 0, the effective system-reservoir interaction
cools the system towards the ground state, and the
Lindblad operators can be reduced to the n-body terms

f ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�
p ðEi;
 þ Ti;
Þ;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�
p ðEi;
 þ Ty

i;
Þg [19,20]. In this limit

the ancillary pseudospins become an effective low tem-
perature bath with a cooling rate �c � �
 and heating rate
determined by gate errors and any environmental noise.
Competition between these rates leads to a minimum
reachable temperature for the system Tmin �
�= lnð�c=�eÞ, where �e � EPG��, with EPG and �
the error rate and frequency of application of Ujð�Þ,
respectively.

The Lindblad master equation, with operators given by
Eq. (4), generates a unitary system-reservior interaction
but nonunitary reservoir relaxation. Stroboscopic simula-
tion of Hsr is performed in a manner analogous to the HTC

0

simulation described above. Phase angles are chosen in the
one- and two-body gates to generate an effective static
interaction strength g over the time tsr between applica-

tions of Hsr, such that gtsr=@<=2. Nonunitary evolution
of the reservoir is generated by encoding the reservoir as
two levels of a �-system. The pseudospin states are the
ground state j0i and the meta-stable state j1i. State j2i is
chosen to have fast spontaneous emission to j0i, with rate
�20. This spontaneous emission is the decoherence mecha-
nism required to generate the nonunitary Lindblad evolu-
tion. The ancillary pseudospin levels can be placed in a
thermal state via the following procedure: (i)  pulse on
the j1i ! j2i transition. (ii) Wait for decay to ground state,
j0i. (iii)  pulse on j0i ! j1i transition. (iv) � pulse on the
j1i ! j2i transition. (v) Wait for decay, which now yields
the final pseudospin state, � ¼ diagfsin2ð�Þ; cos2ð�Þg,
corresponding to an effective temperature Teff ¼
�=ð2 lnðcot�ÞÞ. The above stroboscopic procedure gener-
ates �
 � g2tsr=@

2 in Eq. (4). The procedure can be sim-
plified in the limit of cooling towards zero temperature by
eliminating steps (iii)–(v), when it becomes similar to the
optical pumping scheme employed in measurement of
qubit states for trapped ions [21]. This thermalization
procedure is then repeated and interleaved with the strobo-
scopic application of H0.
Thermalization of the Toric code.—HTC

0 is in the local

form of H0, with two types of excitations, electric charges,
and magnetic vortices (
 ¼ e, m) that reside on vertices
and plaquettes, respectively, of the square lattice. The
excitation operators are defined with hev ¼ Q

j2v�
z
j, h

m
p ¼Q

j2p�
x
j , and �e;m

i ¼ �x;z
i . Each link must interact with

four ancillary pseudospins in the limit T � 	 or 	 � g to
allow thermalization to the ground state or the thermal state
of HTC

0 , respectively.

The stroboscopic generation of HTC
0 outlined above in-

troduces truncation perturbations in the perturbative ex-
pansion, e.g., the second term in Eq. (3), which are distinct
from extrinsic errors due to experimental noise and gate
inaccuracies. If sufficiently large, such truncation pertur-
bations could drive the system away from the desired
ground state phase. We now show on a finite sized system
accessible to current experiments [10], that the intrinsic
perturbations can be kept sufficiently small. Figure 2(a)
plots the gap of HTC

	;hz
¼ HTC

0 � hz
P

i�
z
i þ 	

P
hi;ji�x

i �
y
j as

a function of the strength of the perturbation for a 3� 3
planar lattice with toroidal boundary conditions (Fig. 1).
The Zeeman field is added here to fully split the ground
state degeneracy and ensure robust characterization of the
eigenstates of H even in the presence of small additional
perturbations. We define the ground state fidelity as FGS

n ¼
jh�0

nj�nð	; hzÞij, where the j�0
ni are the degenerate

ground states of HTC
0 and j�nð	; hzÞi are the nearly degen-

erate ground states of HTC
	;hz

. Figure 2(b) shows the ground

state fidelity as a function of 	. This fidelity determines the
robustness of topological operations that will be performed
via string operators [6] to measure or perform gates on the
system. We see that for j	j & 0:4 the features of the
topological phase persist, including the approximate four-
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fold degeneracy of the ground state and a finite gap to
excitations. This corresponds to a maximum value of ��
0:4, which constrains the gate operations in the pulse
sequences, Eq. (2). This robustness should increase with
increasing lattice size, and is consistent with known stabil-
ity of HTC

0 to perturbations [22].

Increasing � increases J and therefore the gap of the
HTC

0 ; however, it also increases 	=J, which reduces the gap
of HTC

	;hz
and topological protection for large 	. We also

note that J � 1=NG where NG is the number of sequential
gates used to simulate H. For larger lattices, some degree
of parallelization is thus desirable to ensure that the gap
does not decrease with the lattice size. Choosing 	 ¼ 0:2,
the gap achieved by a completely serial implementation is
� � 0:6 �K=Nsys, where Nsys is the number of system

atoms used. With the cooling sequence serially interleaved,
� � 0:1 �K=Nsys and �
 � 104 s�1=Nsys are achievable

[18]. For a minimal system of 18 system atoms, this allows
for an effective temperature Teff < � to be reached with an
error rate of EPG� 10�4 or less [18].

Sources of errors.—This scheme is designed to be robust
against errors within the pseudospin subspace. The domi-
nant source of residual error in the implementation dis-
cussed here is leakage from the Rydberg levels due to
spontaneous emission and black body radiation. The latter
may be effectively suppressed by working at low tempera-
tures [23], and spontaneous emission is minimized by
utilizing states with larger n. With n & 180, we estimate
that spontaneous emission errors can be reduced to�10�6

per gate, allowing for up to 103 stroboscopic cycles.

Discussion.—We have developed a formalism for the
stroboscopic generation of n-body Hamiltonians using
1- and 2-body quantum operations together with a dissipa-
tive thermalization scheme. We have applied this to the
toric code Hamiltonian in the context of addressable opti-
cal lattice experiments [10]. Our method applies to a wide
range of lattice spin models [18] as well as to other
experimental setups [24]. The dynamic generation both
of a Hamiltonian possessing a topologically ordered
ground state and of an effective thermalization mechanism
offers the possibility of robust simulation of the ground
state and of the creation and braiding of anyonic excita-
tions [25]. These are essential components required for the
topologically protected storage and manipulation of quan-
tum information.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Energy spectrum (in units of Je ¼
Jm) and (b) ground state fidelity vs perturbation strength from
exact diagonalization of the 18 site toric code with hz ¼ 0:05.

FIG. 1 (color online). An embedding of the toric code into a
cubic lattice. Twisted-periodic boundary conditions are imposed
by SWAP-gate shuttling along auxiliary sites, indicated by
dashed arrows. Bold lines connect logical nearest neighbors [18].
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